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To request an offline price, you can compress your file(s) as a ZIP, RAR or 7z file through the 3D print lab. One of our support engineers will then contact you shortly after. If we have any problems opening your files, we'll contact you. Alternately, you can also email us your files. In fact, among the materials of Materialise Magics and
Materialise OnSite, there are the most popular 3D printing materials, including a powder metal, an aluminium alloy, a plastic, a ceramic, an iron-based, a polycarbonate, a nylon, a glass, a PEVA (Polyester Vinyl Aromatic), a ceramics and more. If you are a design graduate, you can modify the model yourself. If you are a
professional, you can modify the model to meet your requirement. In addition to the most popular materials, Magics OnSite also supports 3D printing materials such as PEVA, Polycarbonate, brass, and bronze. Magics OnSite developed with the industry experience of Materialise, Magics OnSite is used by professional for rapid
manufacturing to streamline the entire manufacturing process. It requires just a few clicks, although youll need 3D design and milling software to upload a model. This application can automatically detect and prepare build surfaces, assemblies, workflows, and other resources in a single click, and it also supports parts and
materials management. Materialise OnSite will not only automatically detect the build layer, but also automatically prepare all surfaces for the next build.Magic OnSite best performance by optimizing system resources to achieve the fastest possible build speeds. In addition to all of the features found in Magics, OnSite also offers
printing features including build platform detection, and printing part vs. platform adjustments.
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features and tools to improve efficiency of 3D printing. It not only allows to create all kinds of 3D objects like different parts for 3D printers, but also offer great features like predictive surface quality, surface analysis, inspection and material sensing tools, collision detector and other with examples to facilitate you in completing

your project more productive. The Magics online interface makes it easy for you to create 3D models and use their unique tools to process and prepare your design. From modifying your designs to optimizing them and repairing errors, you can create high-quality files with Magics. But Magics isn't just for 3D print designers.
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